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ABSTRACT 
This paper gives a new- and sufficient condition for a D-stable matrix to be 
in the topological interior of the set of D-stable matrices. 
A D-stable matrix is a real square matrix A in which the real part of each 
eigenvalue of DA is positive for all nonnegative nons;;igular diagonal 
matrices D. Lloyd Metzler introduced these matrices in his study of price 
stability of multiple markets [6]. Since this introduction, much research has 
been conducted on characterizing D-stable matrices. Charles Johnson, in [2], 
provides a survey of that research. 
L,et 1.1 be any norm on the set M of real n X n matrices. This norm 
induces a topology on M. In this topology, the set oi) of D-stable matrices, in 
M, is not open, since 
(-: 3 
@Z,,_2 is in 9 but ( -1” $Z&, for. 
e <O, is not in 9. The interior of ‘%J, however, is of importance for 
perturbation reasons. 
In [l], G. 4. Barker, A. BIerman, and R. J. Plemmons define a diagonally 
stable matrix as a real square matrix A for which there exists a nonnegative 
nonsingular Idiagonal matrix D such that AD t DA ’ is positive definite. They 
characterize diagonally stable matrices as follows: 
THEOREM. A mutrix A is diagmully stable if and only if j’i)r euen~ 
nonzero posi+ive semidefirrite matrix B. Z3A 
As a consequence of this tbeorem, the 
stahle matrices can be determined. 
bus a positive diugonal element. 
interior of the set of diagonally 
COROLLARY. The set of daagonully ::table matrices is an open set in M. 
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Proof. The proof is by contradiction For it, suppose A is a diagonally 
stable matrii and that there exists a sequence of matrices A,, A*, . . . which 
are not diagonally stable, yet limk_,, A, = -4. ‘Thea, by the theorem, there 
exist nonzero positive semidefinite matrices B,. B,, . . . such that &A,.& < 0 
for all i and k=l,Z,... . Further, each B,=(?$‘) can be 
max,, rl$)l = I. In this case, the sequence Bi,&, . . . is bounded and so has a 
nonzero positive semidefinite limit point Is. Tl S, as 
u4Ak)dr < 0 for all i and k=1,2,..., 
it follows that 
(BA),i 90 for all i. 
Rut now, by the theorem, A is not diagonally stable. This gives a contradic- 
tion, from which the corollay follows. I 
In the conclusion of their paper, G. P. Barker, A. Berman, and R. J. 
Plemmons ask whether the set of diagonally stable matrices was the interior 
of 9. To answer this question, consider the matrix 
To see that this matrix is not diagonally stable, let D= diag(d,, . . . ,d,,) be 
nonnegative and nonsingular. Then- 
I 
24 4 d3 - 5Od, 
DA+A’D= di? 2dz cl, 
d3 -5Od, d3 24 I . 
If DA + A ‘D is positive definite, then all principle minors of DA + A ‘D are 
positive. Thus, 
(i) 4d,d,-di>O, 
(ii) 4d,d, - d.$; 0, and 
(iii) 54d,dzd3 - dld: - dzd3 - 25OOd,2d, >0. 
Hence 
6) 4d, >d,, 
(ii) 4d,>d,, and 
(iii) 54d,dzd, >dld.j + did, +25OOd,2d,. 
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Substituting (i) and (ii) into the left side of (iii) yields 
!54d,(4d,)(4d,) >d,d,2+d&P.25ood,2d,, 
or 
864d,2d, >dld.f + did3 + 2500d;dz. 
But this inequality does not hold for any positive values of d,, dz, and ds. 
Hence A is not diagonally stable. 
To show that A is interior to g, a theorem of Charles Johnson [3] can be 
applied. 
THEOREM. The matrix 
is D-stable if (i) the principle minors of B are positive and (ii) XPJZ > (acp + 
&W2g 
Hence, A is interior to $7, but not diagonally stable, and so the set of 
diagonally stable matrices is not the interior of %. The major work of this 
paper is to determine which D-stable matrices are interior to fiD. For this 
work, the technical language and notation used will be as in [5], with the 
following exceptions. For a, fi E Qk,n, let A[a,P] denote the minor of A in 
rows with index in a and columns with index i3 p. Let A[+, $I= 1. For 
D=diag(d, ,..., d,) and a=(al ,..., aJE&, define d,=(1,;* *d,. Set de= 
1. Finally, let Q=( _y i). 
The characterization of D-stahle matrices which are interior to 9 is 
based on the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Suppose each principle submatrix of A is stable. Then each 
principle submatrix of A is D-stable if and o&y ij 
p(D,A) = x A[ a,P]A[ ha]d,dp >O 
a./3 E Qk.n 
k==D....,n 
for each rwnnegative mutrix D =diag(d,, , . . ,&,,:I. 
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Proof. First suppose that each principle submatrix of A is D-stable. 
Suppose D is a nonnegative diagonal matrix and DA has eigenvalues 
AI(DA),.. Then th e ei env g al ucs of I@DA+Q@I ae h,(D,4)+ 
i,. . .,&(DA)+ i [4, p. 2601. As each principle minor of A is D-stable, it 
follows that Re[&( DA)] > 0 or &( DA) = 0 for k = 1 . *. , n. Hence, as complex 
eigenvalues come in conjugate pairs, and 
]I@DA+Q@Ir(= t[h,(DA)+i][X,(DA)-i], 
it follows that 
Now suppose that some principal submatrix of A is not D-stable. Then 
there is a nohnegative diagonal matrix D such that DA has i as an eigeu- 
value. Thus, for this D, 
IZ’.BDA+Q@ZI=O. 
The lemma now follows by showing that 
For this, first note that 
Z@DA+Q@Z=( f; ,a 
Thus 
(I@DA+Q@Zl=I( f; d,)l 
= o 
-Z DA 
and b;r the Cauchy-Binet theorem [5, p. 141, 
[Z+(DA)~)= ?s% A[ +]A[ P,a]dadp. 
a.b E&r, 
k=O. . .n 
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This then yields the lemma. 
, 
The theorem characterizing D-stable matrices which are interior to c;i> 
now follows. 
THEOREM. A matrix A is interior to the set of D-stable m&rices if and 
only if each psindple submutrix of A is D-stabi!R. 
Proof. For the direct implicatiin, we argue the contrapositive. Thus 
suppose some principle submatrix A of A is not D-stable. Then there is a 
positive diagonal matrix 5 such that DA has a + ib as an eigenvalue where 
a (0. Thus, there is a nonnegative diagonal matrix D, having 6 as a 
submatrix, such that DA hs this same eigenvalue. Let E= diag(e,, . , . ,e,J, 
where e,=l if d,>O and ei=O if Lz,=O. Then, DA+eE=D(A+eD+) has 
(a+e)+i?) as an eigenvalue. Set A,=A-(l/k)D+ for k=1,2,... . Then 
k =Ak = A. Further, by 
g;, and if d, = 0 then 3 (k) 
choosing Dk = diag(a,(‘), . . . , a;“)), where a,(k) = d, if 
= Sk > 0 is taken sufficiently small, we can assure 
that DkAk is not stable. &et-ice Ak is not D-stable for k = 1,2,. . . . Thus, A is 
not interior to the D-stable matrices. 
The proof of the converse implication is by contradiction. For it, suppose 
A is a matrix in which each principle submatrix is D-stable and there is a 
sequence A,,A,, . . . of matrices, whose principle submatrices are stable, none 
of which is D-stable, so that lim k4m A, == A. Then, by the lemma, there exist 
a sequence of nonnegative diagonal matrices D,, D,, . . . such that p( Dk,Ak) < 
0. We argue cases. 
iuse 1. For all i, limk,, djk’ = 0. In this case, as 
DkAk 
dDkrAk)= _I D; 7 
L k 
we have limk,,p(Dk,Ak)= 1, which is a contradiction. 
Case 2, For all i, limk;,, i dtk)= ci with at least one 4 not zero. In this I 
case, limk+,p(Dk,Ak)= p(D,A) >0 by the previous lemma. This is a con- 
tradiction. 
Case 3. For all i, limk,,di(k) = 00. In this case, 
P( Dk,Ak) = I: Ak[ d]Ak[ b+ik)t$ik) 
d E ok,” 
k=O.....n 
-A[(1 ,..., n),(l)..., n)]2d~---d~>0, 
which is a contradiction. 
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&se 4. For i=l,,.,, r, lin~,_,d,(~)=& and for i=r+l,..., n, 
limkdoo dJk) = 00. In this case, 
dDkrAk) = c Ak[ d]Ak[ /%+$qk’djjk’ 
4 E Qk.” 
k=O,...,n 
xAk[(Z+l ,..., ft),(r+l,..., n)]2[dj!$l-*-d~k)]2. 
Th Us, as p( Dk,Ak) < 0, it fdOWS that 
for sufficiently large k. By calculating the limit it follows that 
Since each principle minor of A [(l, . . . , I), (1,. . . , r)] is D-stable, it follows from 
the lemma, that this is a contradiction. 
As all cases lead to contradictions, the result follows. n 
It seems reasonable, for perturbation considerations on the mathematical 
model [6] which motivated the D-stable matrix, that a special class of 
D-stable matrices should be specified. A D-stable matiils which is not interior 
to 9 should be called a critical D-stable matrix. The characterization 
theorem of this paper is then of use in describing the class of D-stable 
matrices which are not critical. 
Z wish to thank Professor Carlson for bringing to my ottention an error in 
the original monuscrip t. 
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